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We construct spectral sequences which provide a way to compute the cohomol-
ogy theory that classifies extensions of graded connected Hopf algebras over a
 .commutative ring as described by William M. Singer. Specifically, for A, B an
abelian matched pair of graded connected R-Hopf algebras, we construct a pair of
 . U ,U  U ,U  ..spectral sequences relating H* B, A to Ext R, Cotor R, R . To illustrateB A
these spectral sequences, we examine the special case of B a monogenic graded
connected Hopf algebra and also analyze an extension of Hopf algebras given by
James P. Lin. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The category of graded connected R-Hopf algebras has some striking
similarities to the category of groups. For instance, there is a version of the
Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence for computing the cohomology,
U ,U  .Ext R, R , of an extension of Hopf algebras A ª H ª B in terms ofH
w xthe cohomology of A and B 2, XVI.6 . In the case R s F , there is also ap
Steenrod algebra action, of sorts, on the cohomology of such Hopf alge-
w xbras which behaves well with respect to this spectral sequence 9, Sect. 11 .
There is even a classification theory for extensions of Hopf algebras, but
unlike the group case, the classification is not in terms of the usual
cohomology.
In 1962 V. K. A. M. Gugenheim described a theory of central extensions
of graded connected R-Hopf algebras in analogy with the usual extension
w xtheory of groups 4 , and this was generalized to arbitrary extensions of
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w xgraded connected R-Hopf algebras by William M. Singer in 1972 16 . An
analogous theory of extensions of ungraded Hopf algebras was given by
w x  . w x  .M. Feth in 1982 3 in German or 6 containing an English summary ,
and a theory of extensions of Hopf monoids in a symmetric monoidal
category, which generalizes both Singer and Feth's work, was given by
w x  . w x  .Pachuashvili in 1985 14 in Russian and 15 in English .
These extension theories all enjoy a very strong self-duality, which
makes them beautiful, but difficult to calculate. In fact, the author's work
w xin 1995 5 is the only computation of which we are aware, and illustrates
the difficulties of working in even the simplest cases. In this paper we
describe spectral sequences which provide a means of computing the
 . w xcohomology groups H* B, A described by Singer 16 in terms of the
 . ordinary cohomology of B as an algebra and the homology of A as a
. w xcoalgebra . This extends the work in 5 and can be found in Section 1. The
main results are Theorem 1.1, which constructs a spectral sequence con-
 .verging to H* B, A , and Theorem 1.2, which provides a means of com-
puting the E -term of this spectral sequence in terms of more familiar1
objects:
 .THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2. If A, B is an abelian matched pair of graded
connected R-Hopf algebras and r is an integer, then there is a first quadrant
spectral sequence with
s , r t , rExt R , Cotor R , R if r ) 0, . .s , t B AE (r 2  0 otherwise,
which con¨erges to the E -term of a spectral sequence which con¨erges to1
 .H* B, A :
s , t r , sqtyr sqtE « E « H B , A . .r 2 1
t, r .Here Cotor R, R is considered an R-module concentrated in degree 0, andA
so has tri¨ ial B-action.
Section 1 also gives a description of the differentials in the spectral
sequence E# in terms of the input to the spectral sequences E#, and ar
description of a special case for which the spectral sequences E# collapse:r
 .THEOREM 1.3. If A, B is an abelian matched pair of k-Hopf algebras
for k a field with A and B finite dimensional, then the spectral sequence of
Theorem 1.1 has
¡ i , s j , sExt R , R m Cotor R , R if s ) 0, .  .[ B As , tys ~ iqjstE (1 ¢
0 otherwise
t .and con¨erges strongly to H B, A .
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Section 1 closes with a discussion of a multiplicative R-action on
 .  .H* B, A when A, B is a trivial abelian matched pair, which is compati-
ble with the spectral sequences of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
In Sections 2 and 3, we attempt to convince the reader that these
spectral sequences can actually be used for computation. In these sections
 .we calculate H* B, A when B is monogenic and show that most of the
w xcomputational results in 5 can be obtained in this way. As usual, most of
the work lies in the computation of the differentials.
In Section 4 we examine an extension of Hopf algebras related to the
w xcohomology of finite H-spaces which was described by James P. Lin 8 .
We use the spectral sequences of Section 1 to show that Lin's extension is
trivial. The paper concludes in Section 5 with a brief discussion of how
similar spectral sequences might be constructed for the cohomology theory
given by M. Feth.
0. BACKGROUND
Notation
Unless otherwise stated, all Hopf algebras will be connected R-Hopf
w xalgebras in the sense of Milnor and Moore 12 . In particular, they are
graded, associative, and coassociative. The structure maps for an R-Hopf
algebra A are denoted: the product m : A m A ª A; the coproductA
c : A ª A m A; the unit h : R ª A; and the counit e : A ª R. WhenA A A
we need to refer to the coproduct on individual elements we will write
c a s a m a . . A 1. 2.
The augmentation ideal IA is the kernel of e , or, alternatively, theA
elements of positive degree in A, and the reduced coproduct is the
 .  .coproduct restricted to IA: c : IA ª IA m IA by c a s c a y a m 1 y
1 m a.
 .For M and N graded R-modules, hom M, N will denote the set ofR
degree preserving R-module morphisms from M to N. This is an abelian
 . .  .  .  .  . .group under f q g m s f m q g m , 0 m s 0, and yf m s
 .  . .  .  .yf m . It is also an R-module with r ) f m s r ? f m s f r ? m .
 .For M and N graded connected R-modules, hom M, N will denoteconn
the set of degree preserving R-module morphisms f such that f (h s h .M N
 . .  .  . < <This is an abelian group under f q g m s f m q g m if m ) 0 and
 . .  . < <  .  . .  .f q g 1 s 1, 0 m s 0 if m ) 0 and 0 1 s 1, and yf m s yf m
< <  . .if m ) 0 and yf 1 s 1.
 .  .We will use hom B, A to denote the set hom B, A when B and Aconn
are R-Hopf algebras. This set is a group under the convolution product:
f ) g s m f m g c . .A B
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The unit is h (e and is appropriately denoted 0, or the trivial morphism,A B
 .since it takes the augmentation ideal to zero. Note, however, that 0 1 s 1.
When B is cocommutative and A is commutative this group is abelian,
but, except for using 0 to denote the unit, we will write convolution
 . .products multiplicatively to avoid confusion with the sum f q g b s
 .  .f b q g b .
We will use permutation notation for the maps which permute with
.  .appropriate sign the factors in a tensor product. For example, 1, 3, 2, 4
denotes the map from A m A m A m A to A m A m A m A which1 2 3 4 1 3 2 4
 . < a2 < < a3 <takes a m a m a m a to y1 a m a m a m a . Finally, i will1 2 3 4 1 3 2 4
 .denote inclusion, for example, i : A ª A m B by i a s a m 1 and i :1 1 13
 .A m C ª A m B m C by i a m c s a m 1 m c. Similarly, p will denote13
 .  .projection as for p : A m B ª A by p a m b s e b a.1 1 B
Singer 's Theory of Extensions of Connected Hopf Algebras
In the classical theory of extensions of groups by abelian groups, one
shows that each extension A ª E ª G determines an action s of G on
A by conjugation and a twisting function t : G = G ª A which encode the
information about products in E. In particular, the extension is equivalent
to A ª A = G ª G if A = G has the twisted product determined by s
and t . Next one shows that an arbitrary s and t determine an extension of
G by A only if s makes A a G-module and t satisfies a unit condition
and an associativity condition.
The connection to cohomology is made by way of the normalized bar
 .  .resolution Bar G, G : for a fixed G-module A, the normalized 2-cocycles
  . .in hom Bar G, G , A are the twisting functions which satisfy the unitG
and associativity conditions, and so determine extensions of G by A.
Furthermore, the action associated to any such extension is the same as
the action given by the G-module structure of A. Twisting functions
determine equivalent extensions if and only if they differ by a 2-coboundary,
2 .and so H G, A classifies extensions of G by A with the given G-module
structure, up to equivalence.
w xSinger 16 carries out this same program for connected R-Hopf alge-
bras and obtains a cohomology theory which classifies extensions of
connected Hopf algebras. The theory is self-dual: there is a coaction as
well as an action; a cotwisting function determining a twisted coproduct as
well as a twisting function; and the cobar resolution as well as the bar
resolution. The basic object in his theory is an abelian matched pair:
w x  .DEFINITION 0.1 16, Definition 3.1 . A, B, s , r is an abelian matchedA B
pair of graded connected R-Hopf algebras if and only if
 .1 A is a commutative connected R-Hopf algebra
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 .2 B is a cocommutative connected R-Hopf algebra
 .  .3 s : B m A ª A makes A, s a left B-module algebra. In otherA A
 .words, A, s is a left B-module and the action respects the algebraA
structure of A. A m A is considered a B-module under the diagonal
action:
c m1m1B
s : B m A m A ª B m B m A m AAm A
s ms .1, 3, 2, 4 A Aª B m A m B m A ª A m A ,
 .and R is a trivial B-module s s p : B m R ª R .R 2
 .  .4 r : B ª B m A makes B, r a right A-comodule coalgebra.B B
 .Thus B, r is a right A-comodule and the coaction respects the coalge-B
bra structure of B. B m B is considered an A-comodule under the
diagonal coaction:
r mrB B
r : B m B ª B m A m B m ABmB
1m1mm .1, 3, 2, 4 Aª B m B m A m A ª B m B m A ,
 .and R is a trivial A-comodule r s i : R ª R m A .R 1
 .5 s is compatible with the coalgebra structure of A when A m AA
is given the twisted action:
c m1m1 r m1m1m1B B
s : BmAmA ª BmBmAmA ª BmAmBmAmAAm A
s m1ms .1, 4, 2, 3, 5 A Aª B m A m A m B m A ª A m A m A
1mmAª A m A.
If r is trivial, s is the diagonal action s , so we think of s asB Am A Am A Am A
the diagonal action twisted by the coaction r .B
 .6 r is compatible with the algebra structure of B when B m B isB
given the twisted coaction:
c m1 r m1mrB B B
r : B m B ª B m B m B ª B m A m B m B m ABmB
1m1m1ms .1, 4, 2, 3, 5 Aª B m B m A m B m A ª B m B m A m A
1mmAª B m B m A.
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If s is trivial, r is the diagonal coaction r , so we think of rA BmB BmB BmB
as the diagonal coaction twisted by the action s .A
 w x.  .  .DEFINITION 0.2 c.f. 6, Definition 1.3 . f , g : A, B, s , r ªA B
 .A9, B9, s , r is a morphism of abelian matched pairs if and only ifA9 B 9
 .1 f : A9 ª A and g : B ª B9 are morphisms of connected R-Hopf
algebras.
 .2 f is a morphism of left B-modules where A9 is a left B-module
via g and s .A9
 .3 g is a morphism of right A9-comodules where B is a right
A9-comodule via r and f.B
Note that any cocommutative connected R-Hopf algebra B and commu-
tative connected R-Hopf algebra A form an abelian matched pair under
the trivial action and coaction:
 .DEFINITION 0.3. A, B is the tri¨ ial abelian matched pair if and only if
s s p : B m A ª A and r s i : B ª B m A.A 2 B 1
Singer shows that each Hopf algebra extension of a cocommutative
connected R-Hopf algebra B by a commutative connected R-Hopf algebra
A determines an action of B on A by the Hopf algebra analogue of
.  .conjugation and a coaction of A on B by ``co-conjugation'' which make
 . w xA, B an abelian matched pair 16, Sect. 2 . For each abelian matched
 . n . 3 .pair A, B , he then defines abelian groups H B, A such that H B, A
classifies those equivalence classes of Hopf algebra extensions of B by A
w xwhich determine the given abelian matched pair 16, Prop. 5.1 . The
3-cochains in this theory are pairs of twisting functions t : B m B ª AA
and cotwisting functions f : B ª A m A.B
n .The cohomology group H ], ] is defined as the nth right total derived
w xfunctor, in the sense of Cartan and Eilenberg 2, Sect. V.3 as interpreted
w xthrough Barr and Beck 1 , of an appropriate hom functor. Let G be the
 .category of cocommutative A, B -coalgebras, that is, cocommutative con-
nected R-coalgebras with a B-action and A-coaction which are compatible
w xwith the coalgebra structure 16, Definition 3.7* . The functor which
w xforgets the B-action has a left adjoint 16, Prop. 3.8* and so determines a
 .cotriple on G. Dually, let D be the category of commutative A, B
-algebras. The functor which forgets the A-coaction and its right adjoint
A .determine a triple on D. Next define hom C, D as the set of connectedB
R-module morphisms from C to D which preserve the B-action and
A-coaction, and consider this a group under the convolution product. This
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A op n .gives a functor hom from G = D to abelian groups. The group H A, BB
n A . opis the nth right total derived functor R hom R, R on G = D withB
w xrespect to the cotriple on G and the triple on D 16, Sect. 4 .
 .Intuitively then, H* B, A is the homology of the bicomplex formed by
taking hom A from the bar resolution on B to the cobar resolution on A.B
Singer then follows the usual procedure in the cohomology of groups to
 .show that H* B, A is the homology of the bicomplex formed by taking
hom from the bar construction on B to the cobar construction on Aconn
w x  w x.16, Prop. 3.9 . He also defines normalized cochains see 16, p. 12 , and
3 .uses these to show that H B, A classifies extensions of B by A.
1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCES
The construction of the main spectral sequence in this section is given in
terms of explicit descriptions of the standard simplicial and cosimplicial
resolutions used to define Singer's cohomology groups. We realize that this
is not in the spirit of modern homological algebra, but feel that the
advantage gained in avoiding explicit descriptions is offset by the disadvan-
tage of having to define the many categories and functors involved and
remind the reader of some of the more esoteric facets of doing homologi-
cal algebra in nonabelian categories. Furthermore, since our goal is to
compute Singer's cohomology groups, it is actually advantageous to have
descriptions in terms of the standard constructions.
 .THEOREM 1.1. If A, B is an abelian matched pair of graded connected
R-Hopf algebras, then there is a spectral sequence of abelian groups with
Es , tys ( H t Tot hom Bar ?, s B , Cobar ?, s A « H t B , A . .  .  . .1 R
,  .  .Bar* * B is the ordinary bar construction on B as an R-algebra and
,  .  .Cobar* * A is the ordinary cobar construction on A as an R-coalgebra .
Furthermore, Es, tys s 0 if s F 0 or t F 1 and the spectral sequence is1
strongly con¨ergent if A or B is bounded abo¨e.
This spectral sequence is natural in the sense that a morphism of abelian
 .  .  .matched pairs f , g : A, B ª A9, B9 induces a map of spectral sequences
 .  .E# A9, B9 ª E# A, B such that the induced map
H t Tot hom Bar ?, s B9 , Cobar ?, s A9 .  . .R
ª H t Tot hom Bar ?, s B , Cobar ?, s A .  . .R
t  ?, s . ?, s ..is H Tot hom Bar g , Cobar f .R
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 .Proof. Singer's cohomology H* B, A is the cohomology of the bicom-
plex of abelian groups given by
X s , t s hom Bms , Amt , .conn
tq1
i .y1¨ ¨ ¨d f s d f ) d ( f , .0 i
is1
sq1
i .y1h h hd f s d f ) f ( d , .0 i
is1
where
d¨ f s f m 1 r m s , .0 B
¨ < < < < < < <d 1 a ??? a 1 s 1 a ??? a a ??? a 1 for 1 F i F t , . i t 1 t i1. i2. 1
¨ < < < <d 1 a ??? a 1 s 1 1 N a ??? a 1 .tq1 t 1 t 1
and
h
m sd f s s 1 m f , .0 A
h < < < < < <d 1 b ??? b 1 s 1 b ??? b b ??? b 1 for 1 F i F s, .i 1 sq1 1 i iq1 sq1
h < < < <d 1 b ??? b 1 s 1 b ??? b e b . . .sq1 1 sq1 1 s sq1
m s m tThe action s and the coaction r are generalizations of the twistedA B
action and coaction given in Definition 0.1, but their exact description will
wnot be needed. Suffice it to say that they are defined inductively using 16,
 .  . x3.3 and 3.3 * .
Consider the filtration on X s, t given by
F nX s , t s f g hom Bms , Amt N f is trivial in degrees below n . . 4conn
Clearly this is an increasing filtration which is bounded below since
F 1X s, t s X s, t, and is convergent since the intersection of all F n is the
trivial map. It is a filtration of abelian groups since the convolution
product of two maps which are trivial in degrees below n is trivial in
degrees below n, and similarly, the inverse of a map which is trivial in
degrees below n is also trivial in degrees below n.
Next, note that r m s, and dh for i G 1 all preserve degree and thatB i
 .  .1 m f and f m 1 are trivial in degrees below n if f is trivial in these
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degrees. This means that each term in the products for d¨ f and dh f is
trivial in degrees below n, and hence so are d¨ f and dh f. Thus we have
d¨ : F nX s , t ª F nX s , tq1 ,
dh : F nX s , t ª F nX sq1, t
and so the filtration on X*,* induces a filtration on Tot X which makes
Tot X a filtered differential graded abelian group.
wTo compute the E -term of the associated spectral sequence 10, Theo-1
xrem 2.7 , first consider the following map:
F nX s , t
ms mtQ : ª hom B , A , .  . .n nRnq1 s , tF X
w xwhere Q f is f restricted to degree n. Q is clearly a bijection of sets, and
is a group isomorphism since the convolution product of functions which
are trivial below degree n is addition in degree n. Next we consider how
the differentials d¨ and dh behave under Q. If f is trivial in degrees below
w ¨ x  . w xm sn, then Q d f is f m 1 r in degree n, which is simply i Q f .0 B 1
w h x w x w ¨ x ¨ w xSimilarly, Q d f is Q f p . If 1 F i F t, then Q d ( f is d Q f and if0 2 i i
w h x w x h w ¨ x w x1 F i F s, Q f ( d is Q f d . Finally, Q d ( f s i Q f andi i tq1 2
w h x w x w ¨ x w x w h xQ f ( d s Q f p . Thus Q d f s d (Q f and Q d f ssq1 1 cobar
w xQ f ( d , wherebar
< < < <d 1 b ??? b 1 s e b b ??? b 1 . .bar 1 sq1 1 2 sq1
s
i < < < <q y1 1 b ??? b b ??? b 1 . 1 i iq1 sq1
is1
sq1 < <q y1 1 b ??? b e b .  .1 s sq1
and
< < < < <d 1 a ??? a 1 s 1 1 a ??? a 1 .cobar t 1 t 1
t
i < < < < <q y1 1 a ??? a a ??? a 1 .  t i1. i2. 1
is1
tq1 < < <q y1 1 a ??? a 1 1, . t 1
and so Q is an isomorphism of bicomplexes of abelian groups:
F nX s , t
s , n t , nQ : ( hom Bar B , Cobar A . .  . .Rnq1 s , tF X
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When we pass to Tot X, Q induces an isomorphism of differential
graded abelian groups:
Q : E p , q ( Tot pqq hom Bar ?, p B , Cobar ?, p A , .  . .0 R
HQ : E p , q ( H pqq Tot hom Bar ?, p B , Cobar ?, p A . .  . .1 R
Note that E p, q is trivial if p F 0 or if p q q F 1. Furthermore, if A or B1
is bounded above, then for a fixed p q q, E p, q is trivial for p 4 0 and so1
the spectral sequence is strongly convergent. Note also that we have
reindexed by setting p s s and q s t y s. This is for convenience: s is the
filtration degree and t is the total degree, and is similar to what is done
when the E -term of the Adams spectral sequence is displayed see, for2
w x.example, the last paragraph on page 349 of 10 . d raises s by r andr
raises t by 1.
Finally, this construction is natural: a morphism of abelian matched
 ms mt. s, t .pairs induces the map of bicomplexes hom g , f : X A9, B9 ªconn
s, t .X A, B . The reader can easily check that this map is compatible with
the filtration and the map Q.
Note that the filtration used to construct this spectral sequence is such
that the coalgebra structure of B, the algebra structure of A, the action of
B on A, and the coaction of A on B are all lost in the associated graded.
Thus the only information contained in E is the algebra structure of B1
and the coalgebra structure of A. This is necessary in order to change the
convolution products into ordinary addition, and the lost information is
contained in the differentials d .r
The E -term in the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.1 can be described1
as a derived functor of an appropriate hom functor, but for our purposes it
suffices to know that there are spectral sequences which allow it to be
computed in terms of more familiar partial derived functors:
 .THEOREM 1.2. If A, B is an abelian matched pair of graded connected
R-Hopf algebras and r is an integer, then there is a first quadrant spectral
sequence with
s , r t , rExt R , Cotor R , R if r ) 0, . .s , t B AE (r 2  0 otherwise,
which con¨erges to the E -term of the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.1:1
s , t sqt ?, r ?, r r , sqtyrE « H Tot hom Bar B , Cobar A ( E . .  . .r 2 R 1
t, r .Here Cotor R, R is considered an R-module concentrated in degree 0, andA
so has tri¨ ial B-action.
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This spectral sequence is natural in the sense that a morphism of abelian
 .  .  .matched pairs f , g : A, B ª A9, B9 induces a morphism of spectral
 .  .sequences E# A9, B9 ª E# A, B such that the induced mapr r
Ext s , r R , Cotor t , r R , R ª Ext s , r R , Cotor t , r R , R .  . .  .B 9 A9 B A
s, r t, r ..is Ext R, Cotor R, R .g f
Proof. This is one of the spectral sequences associated to the double
w xcomplex 2, Sect. XV.6 :
s , t s , r t , rE s hom Bar B , Cotor A .  . .r 0 R
s homr Bar s , ) B , Cobar t , r A .  . .R
s homr Bar s , ) B , B , Cobar t , r A , .  . .B
t, r .where Cobar A is considered to be concentrated in degree 0. We have
 .  . rwritten Bar B, B for the bar resolution B m Bar B and hom forB
morphisms of graded B-modules which lower the degree by r. The result
 . wfollows with E s H H E since hom is a right balanced functor 2,r 2 I II r 0 B
x s, * .Prop. VI.1.1 and Bar B, B is a free B-module. Naturality follows from
  ..the definitions of E and Ext R, Cotor R, R .r 0 g f
 .There is, of course, another spectral sequence with E s H H Er 2 II I r 0
which also converges to E . In this case we should write1
s , t s , r t , r r , sqtyrE s Coext Tor R , R , R « E , . .r 2 A B 1
n, * .where Coext M, N is the nth right partial derived functor of theA
wgraded A-comodule morphisms from M to N. In the notation of 2,
x n A . n, * ASect. V.8 this is R hom M, N , which is computed as H hom2
 ) , )  .. t, r .M, Cobar N, A, A . Tor R, R is considered concentrated in de-B
gree 0, and so is a trivial A-comodule.
The Differentials
In order to compute the differentials in the spectral sequence of
Theorem 1.1, we want a description of the differentials in terms of the
input of the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.2. Specifically, given an
  .. s, tyselement of Ext R, Cotor R, R representing an element in E , weB A r
  .wish to reconstruct the representative morphism in hom Bar B ,conn
 ..Cobar A , apply the differential, and translate back to an element of
  ..Ext R, Cobar R, R .B A
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w x w xBy definition 10, Sect. 2.2.2 and the proof of 10, Prop. 2.6 ,
Z s , tys Z s , tys mod filtration s q 1r rs , tysE s ( ,r sq1, tysy1 s , tys s , tysZ q B B mod filtration s q 1ry1 ry1 r
where
f , . . . , f f , . . . , f in filtration s .  .1 ty1 1 ty1s , tysZ s ,r mi m tyi. 5f : B ª A d f , . . . , f in filtration s q r .i 1 ty1
d g , . . . , g g , . . . , g in filtration s y r .  .1 ty2 1 ty2s , tysB s .r mi m tyiy1. 5g : B ª A d g , . . . , g in filtration s .i 1 ty2
The process for calculating the differentials is thus as follows. An element
ty1 i, s ty i, s ..in Ext R, Cotor R, R which represents an element u g[ 1 B A
Es, tys in the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.1 defines a sequencer
 . t  ? , )  . ? , )  .. mif , . . . , f in Tot hom Bar B , Cobar A where f : B ª1 ty1 conn i
mtyi  .A is trivial in degrees other than s and d f , . . . , f is trivial in1 ty1
degree s. Furthermore, by changing the f 's in degrees above s and addingi
 .appropriate dg 's as necessary, we can make d f , . . . , f trivial in1 ty1
 .degrees below s q r. The restriction of d f , . . . , f to degree s q r1 ty1
t i, sqr ty iq1, sqr ..then determines an element in Ext R, Cotor R, R[ 1 B A
which represents d u g Esq r , tysyrq1. Examples of these calculations canr r
be found in the proof of Theorem 3.4.
A Special Case
 .THEOREM 1.3. If A, B is an abelian matched pair of k-Hopf algebras
for k a field with A and B finite dimensional, then the spectral sequence of
Theorem 1.1 has
¡ i , s j , sExt k , k m Cotor k , k if s ) 0, .  .[ B As , tys ~ iqjstE (1 ¢
0 otherwise
t .and con¨erges strongly to H B, A .
 s, r . t, r ..Proof. In this case hom Bar B , Cobar A is isomorphic tok
s, r t, r .  .Cobar B* m Cobar A . Thus E in the spectral sequence of Theo-2
s, r . t, r .rem 1.2 is Ext k, k m Cotor k, k and the spectral sequence collapsesB A
at this point.
Note that the previous discussion of the differentials still holds, where
ty1 s, tys w x w x w xan element u s u in E for u s h m a q ??? q h[ 1 i r i i, 1 i, 1 i, ni
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w x m i m ty i.m a with h : B ª R and a g A corresponds toi, n i, j i, ji
 .  .  .  .f , . . . , f where f b s h b ? a q ??? qh b ? a .1 ty1 i i, 1 i, 1 i, n i, ni i
R-Actions
w x  wIn 5, Sect. 5 the author describes two R-actions ) and ) , 5,A B
x.  .  .Definition 5.3 on H* B, A when A, B is a trivial abelian matched
pair, which behave well in regard to the calculations done there. These
 .actions are multiplicative in the sense that 0)u s 0, 1)u s u, and rs )u
 .  .s r ) s)u , but are not necessarily additive r q s )u may not equal
.r )u q s)u . Here we describe a third action, constructed in a similar
manner, which makes the spectral sequences of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
spectral sequences of abelian groups with multiplicative R-action.
DEFINITION 1.3. If C is a connected R-Hopf algebra, define a set map
 .  . . < c < 0L : R ª End C, C by L r c s r c. By convention r s 1 for all r,C HA C
 . .so that L r 1 s 1, even if r s 0.C
w xThis definition differs from the l of 5, Definition 5.1 in not dividingC
< < c by the greatest common divisor of all positive degrees in C so our
 .  m. .L r is l r where m is the appropriate g.c.d. .C C
 .  .PROPOSITION 1.4. 1 L 0 s 0, the tri¨ ial endomorphism,C
 .  .2 L 1 s id , andC C
 .  .  .  .3 L r (L s s L rs .C C C
 .DEFINITION 1.5. Let A, B be a trivial abelian matched pair. For
 .   . .u g H* B, A and r g R, define r )u to be H* L r , id u, or equiva-B A
  ..lently H* id , L r u. This action is multiplicative, but not necessarilyB A
additive.
  . .   ..Proof. It is straightforward to check that L r , id and id , L rB A B A
are morphisms of abelian matched pairs when applied to trivial abelian
matched pairs. This may not be true in the nontrivial case, although they
will always take one abelian matched pair to another with a possibly
different action or coaction.
To complete the proof, we need to show that the two definitions agree.
 ms mt.   . .If u is represented by f g hom B , A , then H* L r , id u isconn B A
 .ms   ..represented by f (L r and H* id , L r u is represented byB B A
 .mt  ms.L r ( f. For b s b m ??? m b g B , it is easily checked thatA 1 s n
ms mtnf (L r b s r f b s L r ( f b . B .  . .  .  . .  .B A
 ?, s . ?, t ..Unfortunately, the usual R-action on hom Bar B , Cobar A doesR
not agree with the action induced on the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.1
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by the R-action given in Definition 1.5. However, the actual action is a
modification of the usual action, and is best described by the following
notation:
DEFINITION 1.6. If M is an abelian group with multiplicative R-action
and n is a nonnegative integer, then n*M will denote the abelian group M
with the multiplicative R-action r ) m s r n ? m.
With these definitions, we can now describe the spectral sequences of
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 as spectral sequences of abelian groups with multi-
plicative R-actions:
 .THEOREM 1.7. If A, B is a tri¨ ial abelian matched pair of graded
connected R-Hopf algebras, then the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.1 is a
spectral sequence of abelian groups with multiplicati¨ e R-action such that
Es , tys ( s*H t Tot hom Bar ?, s B , Cobar ?, s A « H t B , A . .  .  . .1 R
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the naturality of the spectral
sequence of Theorem 1.1 since
H t Tot hom Bar ?, s L r , Cobar ?, s id .  . . .R B A
sis multiplication by r .
 .THEOREM 1.8. If A, B is a tri¨ ial abelian matched pair of graded
connected R-Hopf algebras, then the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.2 is a
spectral sequence of abelian groups with multiplicati¨ e R-action such that
s , r t , rr* Ext R , Cotor R , R if r ) 0, . .s , t B AE (r 2  0 otherwise.
This spectral sequence con¨erges to the E -term of the spectral sequence of1
Theorem 1.1:
s , t sqt ?, r ?, r r , sqtyrE « r*H Tot hom Bar B , Cobar A ( E . .  . .r 2 R 1
Proof. In the notation of the proof of Theorem 1.2:
s , t s , r t , rE s r* hom Bar B , Cobar A .  . .r 0 R
s r* homr Bar s , ) B , Cobar t , r A .  . .R
s r* homr Bar s , ) B , B , Cobar t , r A . B .  . .B
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2. EXAMPLE: B A MONOGENIC TENSOR ALGEBRA
 .Let B s T x , the tensor algebra generated by the free R-module on a
< < < <single generator x in degree x . We assume that x is positive, so that B is
 .a connected R-Hopf algebra not necessarily graded commutative . We
give an alternate proof of the following result.
w x  .  .THEOREM 2.1 5, Theorem 2.1 . Consider B s T x , and A, B an
abelian matched pair of graded connected R-Hopf algebras. Then
H n B , A ( Cotor ny1, < x < R , R .  .A
as abelian groups.
Proof. We first use the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.2 to compute
the E -term of the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.1. To this end we must1
 .compute Ext R, M for M a trivial graded B-module.B
CLAIM. If M is a tri¨ ial graded B-module, then
M if s s 0,¡ yt
s , t ~Ext R , M s M if s s 1, .B < x <yt¢
0 otherwise.
Proof. This follows directly from the existence of the following resolu-
tion of R as a B-module:
x? e< x <ª 0 ª s B ª B ª R ª 0,
 l.  .where e x s 0 if l ) 0 and e 1 s 1. The suspension is necessary so that
the differentials have degree zero.
CLAIM. The spectral sequence of Theorem 1.2 collapses to gi¨ e
Es , tys s H t Tot hom Bar ?, s R , Cobar ?, s R .  . .1 R
ty1, < x < < <Cotor R , R if s s x , .As  0 otherwise.
Proof. The E -term of the spectral sequence in Theorem 1.2 is2
s , r t , rExt R , Cotor R , R if r ) 0, . .s , tys B AE sr 2  0 otherwise,
Cotor t , r R , R if r ) 0 and s s 1, . . < <A x yrs  0 otherwise,
t , < x < < <Cotor R , R if r s x and s s 1, .As  0 otherwise,
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t, r .since Cotor R, R is a trivial B-module concentrated in degree 0. ThisA
spectral sequence is concentrated in a single row and so collapses to give
H t Tot hom Bar ?, r R , Cobar ?, r R .  . .R
ty1, < x < < <Cotor R , R if r s x , .1, ty1 As E sr 2  0 otherwise.
This establishes the claim.
The theorem now follows since the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.1 is
concentrated in a single column:
H n B , A s E < x < , ny < x < s Cotor ny1, < x < R , R . B .  .1 A
The following refinement is left as an exercise for the reader:
 .  .THEOREM 2.2. Consider B s T x , and A, B a tri¨ ial abelian matched
pair of graded connected R-Hopf algebras. Then
n < < ny1, < x <H B , A ( x * Cotor R , R .  .A
as abelian groups with multiplicati¨ e R-action.
3. EXAMPLE: B A TRUNCATED MONOGENIC
TENSOR ALGEBRA
 .  n.  .Let B s T x r x be a graded connected R-Hopf algebra, where T x
is the tensor algebra generated by the free R-module on a single generator
< < < <x in degree x . If R is a ring of characteristic 0, then n s 2 and x is odd,
< <otherwise x is positive, R is a ring of prime characteristic p, n is a power
< < < <of p if x is even or if p s 2, and n is twice a power of p if x is odd and
w xp ) 2 5, Theorem 1.2 .
 .  n.  .THEOREM 3.1. Consider B s T x r x , and A, B an abelian matched
pair of graded connected R-Hopf algebras. If n ) 2, there is a spectral
sequence with possible nonzero terms
Ä3 s , t tqs , n s < x <E ( Cotor R , R for s ) 0 .1 A
and
Ä3 sq1, t tqs , n sq1. < x <E ( Cotor R , R for s G 0, .1 A
 .con¨erging strongly to H* B, A . If n s 2, there is a first quadrant spectral
sequence with
Äs , t t , s < x <E ( Cotor R , R .1 A
 .con¨erging to H* B, A .
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Proof. We use the spectral sequence from Theorem 1.2 to compute the
E -term of the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.1. A reindexing of the1
 .latter establishes the theorem. We begin by calculating Ext R, M :B
CLAIM. If M is a tri¨ ial B-module and s G 0, then
Ext2 s , t R , M s M .B n s < x <yt
and
Ext2 sq1, t R , M s M . .B n sq1. < x <yt
w xProof. This computation is essentially that of 11, Lemma 2.5 , and
some care is necessary to keep track of the degrees involved. Consider the
e
free resolution of R by B-modules W ª R ª 0 given by?
W s sn s < x < B if s G 0,2 s
W s sn sq1. < x < B if s G 0,2 sq1
d : W ª W is multiplication by x ny1 for s ) 0,2 s 2 s 2 sy1
d : W ª W is multiplication by x for s G 0,2 sq1 2 sq1 2 s
e : W ª R is e .0 B
The suspensions are necessary so that the differentials have degree zero.
 .When M is a trivial B-module, the differentials in hom W , M are trivial,?
and the result follows.
CLAIM. The possible nonzero E -terms for the spectral sequence of Theo-1
rem 1.1 are gi¨ en by
En s < x < , tyn s < x < s Cotor ty2 s , n s < x < R , R for s G 1, .1 A
and
En sq1. < x < , tyn sq1. < x < s Cotor ty2 sq1. , n sq1. < x < R , R for s G 0. .1 A
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Proof. Fix an r ) 0 and consider the E -term of the spectral sequence2
of Theorem 1.2.
2 s , t 2 s , r t , rE s Ext R , Cobar R , R . .r 2 B A
s Cotor t , r R , R . . < <A n s x yr
t , n s < x < < <Cotor R , R if r s ns x , .As  0 otherwise,
and
2 sq1, t 2 sq1, r t , rE s Ext R , Cotor R , R . .r 2 B A
s Cotor t , r R , R . . . < <A n sq1 x yr
t , n sq1. < x < < <Cotor R , R if r s ns q 1 x , .  .As  0 otherwise.
Thus the possible nonzero E -terms are2
2 s , t t , n s < x <E s Cotor R , R for s G 1 .n s < x < 2 A
and
2 sq1, t t , n sq1. < x <E s Cotor R , R for s G 0. .n sq1. < x < 2 A
The spectral sequence for a fixed r ) 0 is therefore concentrated in a
single row and hence collapses. This gives the possible nonzero terms for
t  ?, r . ?, r ..H Tot hom Bar B , Cobar A asR
t ?, n s < x < ?, n s < x < 2 s , ty2 sH Tot hom Bar B , Cobar A s E .  . .R n s < x < 2
s Cotor ty2 s , n s < x < R , R .A
and
H t Tot hom Bar ?, n sq1. < x < B , Cobar ?, n sq1. < x < A .  . .R
2 sq1, ty2 sq1.s En sq1. < x < 2
s Cotor ty2 sq1. , n sq1. < x < R , R . .A
The claim follows.
The next step is to identify the possible nonzero differentials and
reindex the spectral sequence to eliminate some of the zero terms and
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differentials. Because of the form of the indices in the potentially nonzero
terms, the only possible nonzero differentials are
d on En sq1. < x < , tyn sq1. < x < for r ) 0,nry1. < x < nry1. < x <
n sq1. < x < , tyn sq1. < x <d on E for r ) 0,nr < x < nr < x <
n s < x < , tyn s < x <d on E for r ) 0,nr < x < nr < x <
n s < x < , tyn s < x <d on E for r G 0.nrq1. < x < nrq1. < x <
 .When n ) 2 these three differentials d , d , and d arenry1. < x < nr < x < nrq1. < x <
distinct, and to reindex we set
Ä3 sy1, tE s 0 for r ) 0,3 ry1
Ä3 s , t n s < x < , tq3 syn s < x <E s E for r ) 0,3 ry1 nry1. < x <
Ä3 sq1, t n sq1. < x < , tq3 sq1yn sq1. < x <E s E for r ) 0,3 ry1 nry1. < x <
Ä3 sy1, tE s 0 for r ) 0,3 r
Ä3 s , t n s < x < , tq3 syn s < x <E s E for r ) 0,3 r n r < x <
Ä3 sq1, t n sq1. < x < , tq3 sq1yn sq1. < x <E s E for r ) 0,3 r n r < x <
Ä3 sy1, tE s 0 for r G 0,3 rq1
Ä3 s , t n s < x < , tq3 syn s < x <E s E for r G 0,3 rq1 nrq1. < x <
Ä3 sq1, t n sq1. < x < , tq3 sq1yn sq1. < x <E s E for r G 0.3 rq1 nrq1. < x <
Note that the total degree and relative order of the filtration degree are
preserved by this reindexing. A quick check then shows that
Ä3 sy1, tE s 0,1
Ä3 s , t tqs , n s < x <E ( Cotor R , R for s ) 0, .1 A
Ä3 sq1, t tqs , n sq1. < x <E ( Cotor R , R for s G 0, .1 A
Ä Äs , t Äsqr , tyrq1d : E ª E for r G 1.r r r
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< <When n s 2, we reindex only to eliminate the dependence on x while
preserving the total degree:
Äs , t s < x < , tqsys < x <E s E ,r r < x <
so
Äs , t s < x < , tqsys < x < s < x < , tqsys < x < t , s < x <E s E s E s Cotor R , R , .1 < x < 1 A
Ä Äs , t Äsqr , tyrq1d : E ª E .r r r
Finally, if n ) 2, the spectral sequence is strongly convergent since
Ä3 sy1, ty3 sy1.E s 0,1
3 s , ty3 s ty2 s , n s < x <ÄE s Cotor R , R s 0 if s F 0 or s G tr2, .1 A
3 sq1, ty3 sq1. ty2 sy1, n sq1. < x <ÄE s Cotor R , R s 0 if s - 0 or s G t y 1 r2. .  .1 A
t .Thus there are only finitely many terms in the filtration of H B, A . If
n s 2, the spectral sequence is first quadrant, and this completes the proof
of Theorem 3.1.
There is a variation of the ``five term exact sequence'' associated to a
spectral sequence which holds for the spectral sequences of Theorem 3.1,
and we shall calculate the maps involved in order to illustrate how the
differentials in the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.1 are computed.
COROLLARY 3.2. There are maps
d : Cotor1, n < x < R , R ª Cotor1, nq1. < x < R , R , .  .A A
L : Cotor1, < x < R , R ª ker d , .1 A
L : Cotor2, < x < R , R ª Cotor2, n < x < R , R , .  .2 A A
d: ker L ª coker d ,2
and an exact sequence of abelian groups
L12 1, < x < 30 ª H B , A ª Cotor R , R ª ker d ª H B , A .  .  .A
dª ker L ª coker d .2
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Proof. If n ) 2, set
Ä Ä3, 0 Ä4, 0d s d : E ª E ,1 1 1
Ä Ä1, 1 Ä3, 0L s d : E ª E ,1 2 2 2
Ä Ä1, 2 Ä3, 1 Ä3, 1L s d : E ª E : E ,2 2 2 2 1
Ä Ä1, 2 Ä4, 0 Ä4, 0d s d : E ª E : E .3 3 3 2
Only the kernel of L and d will be used, so considering the maps as2
having a larger codomain will not affect the calculations. An examination
of the spectral sequence of Theorem 3.1 establishes the result.
If n s 2, set
Ä Ä2, 1 Ä3, 1d s d : E ª E ,1 1 1
Ä Ä1, 1 Ä2, 1L s d : E ª E ,1 1 1 1
Ä Ä1, 2 Ä2, 2L s d : E ª E ,2 1 1 1
Ä Ä1, 2 Ä3, 1d s d : E ª E .2 2 2
Ä1, 2Since E s ker L and2 2
Ä Ä3, 1 Ä4, 1ker d : E ª E1 1 13, 1ÄE s : coker d ,2 Im d
we can consider d: ker L ª coker d . Again, we use only the kernel of d,2
so this change in codomain will not change the calculations. As before, an
examination of the spectral sequence in Theorem 3.1 establishes the
result.
In order to compute the differentials used in Corollary 3.2, we will need
w xsome results from 5 on the properties of the differentials in Singer's
bicomplex:
w x  .  n.  .PROPOSITION 3.3 5, Prop. 4.2 . For B s T x r x , and A, B an
 .abelian matched pair, consider the normalized bicomplex computing H* B, A .
Assume that all maps are normalized morphisms of connected R-modules, i.e.,
mm mm  .  .mmf ( i s 0 for all l, and define d : A ª A by d a s s x, a , wherel A
 .mms is the diagonal action see Definition 0.1 .A
mm ¨ .i If f : B ª A and f is tri¨ ial in degrees below k, then d f s yc f
in degrees below 2k.
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 . mmii If f : B ª A m A and f is tri¨ ial in degrees below k, then
¨  .d f s c m 1 y 1 m c f in degrees below 2k.
 . mm  . hiii If f : B ª A and a s f x , then d f is tri¨ ial in degrees below
< <  k .  .ky1n x if and only if f x s a q d a for all 1 F k - n.
 . mm h hiv If f , f : B ª A with d f and d f tri¨ ial in degrees below1 2 1 2
< <  .  .n x , then f s f if and only if f x s f x .1 2 1 2
 . mm h < < ¨v If f : B ª A with d f tri¨ ial in degrees below n x , then d f is
 ¨ . .tri¨ ial if and only if d f x s 0.
 . mm < < hvi If f : B m B ª A is tri¨ ial in degrees below n x , then d f is
< <  mm.tri¨ ial in degrees below 2n x if and only if there is a b g A withn < x <
db s 0 and
1 if i s j s 0,¡
i j ~f x , x s . b if i , j ) 0 and i q j s n ,¢
0 otherwise.
 . mm < <vii If f , f : B m B ª A are tri¨ ial in degrees below n x and1 2
h h < <d f and d f are tri¨ ial in degrees below 2n x , then f s f if and only if1 2 1 2
 ny1.  ny1.f x, x s f x, x .1 2
 . mm < < hviii If f : B m B ª A is tri¨ ial in degrees below n x and d f is
< < ¨  ¨ . ny1.tri¨ ial in degrees below 2n x , then d f is tri¨ ial if and only if d f x, x
s 0.
 . m3 mm < < hix If f : B ª A is tri¨ ial in degrees below 2n x , then d f is
< <tri¨ ial in degrees below 4n x if and only if f is tri¨ ial.
 . mm h < <x If f : B ª A with d f tri¨ ial in degrees below n x and a s
 .  .ny1 .f x , then d a q d a s 0 and
1 if i s j s 0,¡
h i j ny1~d f x , x s . . a q d a if i , j ) 0 and i q j s n , .¢
0 otherwise.
With these basic facts we can now compute the maps in Corollary 3.2:
 .  .THEOREM 3.4. Define d : A ª A by d a s s x, a and d : A mA A A Am A
 .  .A ª A m A by d a s s x, a where s is the diagonal actionAm A Am A Am A
 .see Definition 0.1 .
 . 1, n < x < . 1, nq1. < x < . w x1 d : Cotor R, R ª Cotor R, R is gi¨ en by d a sA A
w xd a where a g A .A n < x <
 . 1, < x < . w x w .ny1 x2 L : Cotor R, R ª ker d is gi¨ en by L a s a q d a1 A 1 A
where a g A .< x <
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 . 2, < x < . 2, n < x < . w x3 L : Cotor R, R ª Cotor R, R is gi¨ en by L a s2 A A 2
w .ny1 x  .a q d a where a g IA m IA .Am A < x <
 . w x w x 4 d: ker L ª coker d is gi¨ en by d a s d b where a g IA m2 A
ny1.  .  .IA and a q d a s c b for some b g A .< x < Am A n < x <
Proof. We are calculating, in the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.1,
d s d : En < x < , 3yn < x < ª Enq1. < x < , 4ynq1. < x < ,< x < < x < < x <
L s d : E < x < , 2y < x < ª En < x < , 3yn < x < ,1 ny1. < x < ny1. < x < ny1. < x <
L s d : E < x < , 3y < x < ª En < x < , 4yn < x < ,2 ny1. < x < ny1. < x < ny1. < x <
d s d : E < x < , 3y < x < ª Enq1. < x < , 4ynq1. < x < .n < x < n < x < n < x <
First we must unravel the relations
E < x < , 2y < x < ( Ext1, < x < R , Cotor1, < x < R , R ( Cotor1, < x < R , R , .  . .1 B A A
E < x < , 3y < x < ( Ext1, < x < R , Cotor2, < x < R , R ( Cotor2, < x < R , R , .  . .1 B A A
En < x < , 3yn < x < ( Ext2, n < x < R , Cotor1, n < x < R , R ( Cotor1, n < x < R , R , .  . .1 B A A
En < x < , 4yn < x < ( Ext2, n < x < R , Cotor2, n < x < R , R ( Cotor2, n < x < R , R , .  . .1 B A A
Enq1. < x < , 4ynq1. < x < ( Ext3, nq1. < x < R , Cotor1, nq1. < x < R , R . .1 B A
( Cotor1, nq1. < x < R , R . .A
This means we need maps from the bar construction on B to N repre-
1, < x < . 2, n < x < .senting elements of Ext R, N ( N, Ext R, N ( N, andB B
3, nq1. < x < .Ext R, N ( N. These can be calculated directly from the barB
construction:
1 if i s 0,
if x s ) .  .a if i s 1,1  0 otherwise,
1 if i s j s 0,¡
i j ~f x , x s )) .  .a if i , j ) 0 and i q j s n ,2 ¢
0 otherwise,
1 if i s j s k s 0,¡
i j k ~f x , x , x s ))) .  .a if i s 1, j, k ) 0, and j q k s n ,3 ¢
0 otherwise
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and can be found by comparison to the standard generators of
) , )  .Ext R, R :B
1, ) w xExt R , R generated by x *, .B
2, ) Ä0 i jw x w xExt R , R generated by bP x * s x N x *, .  . B
iqjsn
i , j)0
3, ) Ä0 i jw x w x w xExt R , R generated by x *bP x * s x N x N x *. .  . B
iqjsn
i , j)0
Thus
w x 1, < x <a g Cotor R , R .A
w x < x < , 2y < x <corresponds to f g E ,1 1
w x 1, n < x <a g Cotor R , R .A
w x n < x < , 3yn < x <corresponds to 0, f g E ,2 1
w x 1, nq1. < x <a g Cotor R , R .A
w x nq1. < x < , 4ynq1. < x <corresponds to 0, 0, f g E ,3 1
w x 2, < x <a g Cotor R , R .A
w x < x < , 3y < x <corresponds to f , 0 g E ,1 1
w x 2, n < x <a g Cotor R , R .A
w x n < x < , 4yn < x <corresponds to 0, f , 0 g E ,2 1
 .  .  .where f , f , and f satisfy ) , )) , and ))) , respectively.1 2 3
w xTo compute d , we consider an element a for a g A correspondingn < x <
w x n < x < , 3yn < x <  .to the element 0, f g E where f : B m B ª A satisfies ))2 < x < 2
 . < <with a s a. We must now modify 0, f in degrees above n x to make2
 .  ¨ h .  . < <d 0, f s 0, d f , d f trivial in degrees below n q 1 x . But d a s2 2 2 cobar
 .  . ¨0, so by Proposition 3.3 vi and i , d f s 0. It is easily checked that, in2
 . < < h  h . j k .degree n q 1 x , d f is zero except for d f x, x , x when j, k ) 02 2
 .  h .and j q k s n, which is d a. We truncate d 0, f s 0, 0, d f in degreesA 2 2
 . < <  .  .above n q 1 x to get 0, 0, f where f satisfies ))) with a s d a.3 3 A
w x w xThus d a s d a .A
w xTo compute L , consider an element a for a g A corresponding to1 < x <
w x < x < , 2y < x <  .an element f g E where f satisfies ) . We must modify f in1 ny1. < x < 1 1
< <  .  ¨ .y1 h .degrees above x so that d f s d f , d f is trivial in degrees1 1 1
< < ¨ hbelow n x . This is equivalent to making d f and d f trivial in these1 1
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 .  k . degrees. By Proposition 3.3 iii , we see that we must have f x s a q1
.ky1  .  .d a for 1 F k - n, and, by Proposition 3.3 i and v , we see thatA
¨  .  h .  . w x wd f s 0. Thus d f s 0, d f and, by Proposition 3.3 x , L a s a q1 1 1 1
.ny1 x w xd a . This proposition also shows that L a is in the kernel of d .A 1
w x  .To compute L , consider an element a for a g IA m IA corre-2 < x <
w .x < x < , 3y < x <  .sponding to an element f , 0 g E where f satisfies )) . Ex-1 ny1. < x < 1
 k .  .ky1actly as for L , we see that f x s a q d a for 1 F k - n,1 1 Am A
 .  h . w x w .ny1 xd f , 0 s 0, d f , 0 , and L a s a q d a .1 1 2 Am A
w x  .Lastly we turn to d and consider an element a for a g IA m IA < x <
w .xcorresponding to an element f , 0 g ker L . From the calculation of1 2
 k .  .ky1 wL , we have f x s a q d a for 1 F k - n, and a q2 1 Am A
ny1 ny1. x  .  .d a s 0. This implies that a q d a s c b for some b inAm A Am A
 . < <A . Now we must further modify f , 0 in degrees n x and above to getn < x < 1
 .  .  ¨ .y1  h .  ¨ . h .f , f with d f , f s d f , d f ) d f , d f trivial in degrees1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 . < < < <below n q 1 x . The map f cannot be modified in degree n x and1
¨ h < <above, and already has d f s 0 and d f trivial in degrees below n x .1 1
h i j ny1 .  . .  .  .Proposition 3.3 x shows that d f x , x s a q d a s c b for1 Am A
¨ i j . .  .i, j ) 0 and i q j s n. Thus we must have d f x , x s yc b for2
 .  .these i, j. By Proposition 3.3 i , it suffices to have f satisfy )) with2
 .  . ha s b. With this choice, Proposition 3.3 x and i shows that d f s1
 ¨ .y1  .  h .d f , and so d f , f s 0, 0, d f . The class of this element is2 1 2 2
 .  .represented by an element 0, 0, f where f satisfies ))) , and a simple3 3
check shows that dh f is d b on x m x j m x k when j, k ) 0 and j q k s n.2 A
w x w xThus d a s d b .A
 .As before, when A, B is a trivial abelian matched pair, the results in
this section can be modified to reflect the multiplicative R-action:
 .  n.  .THEOREM 3.5. Consider B s T x r x , and A, B a tri¨ ial abelian
matched pair of graded connected R-Hopf algebras. If n ) 2, there is a
spectral sequence of abelian groups with multiplicati¨ e R-action with possible
nonzero terms
Ä3 s , t tqs , n s < x << <E ( ns x * Cotor R , R for s ) 0 .  .1 A
and
Ä3 sq1, t tqs , n sq1. < x << <E ( ns q 1 x * Cotor R , R for s G 0 .  . .1 A
 .con¨erging strongly to H* B, A . If n s 2, there is a first quadrant spectral
sequence of abelian groups with multiplicati¨ e R-action with
Äs , t t , s < x << <E ( s x * Cotor R , R .  .1 A
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 .con¨erging to H* B, A . In both cases there is an exact sequence of abelian
groups with multiplicati¨ e R-action
L12 1, < x < 1, n < x << < < <0 ª H B , A ª x * Cotor R , R ª n x * Cotor R , R .  .  .  .A A
L23 2, < x < 2, n < x << < < <ª H B , A ª x * Cotor R , R ª n x * Cotor R , R , .  .  .  .A A
w x w n x w x w n xwhere L a s a and L a s a .1 2
Proof. Since the action is trivial, d and d are trivial, and so d andA Am A
d are trivial and L and L have the form stated.1 2
Comparison to Known Results
w xCorollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.4 are contained in 5, Theorem 4.1 . If
wn s 2, then the spectral sequence of Theorem 3.1 is similar to that of 5,
x  w xTheorem 3.1 . The note at the end of Section 3 of 5 indicates how the
.restriction on the base ring in Theorem 3.1 can be removed. I have not
been able to show that the differentials agree, although the differentials
calculated in Theorem 3.4 are very similar to the differentials in the
spectral sequence of a bicomplex.
4. AN EXTENSION ASSOCIATED TO AN H-SPACE
As a further application of the theory of Section 1, consider the
w x wfollowing theorem of J. Lin 8, Theorem 5.3.1 as stated by R. Kane 7,
xSect. 45-4 .
 .THEOREM 4.1 J. Lin . If p is an odd prime and X is a 1-connected mod
 .p finite H-space with H# X ; F associati¨ e, then there is an extension ofp
F -Hopf algebrasp
G ª H* X ; F ª L x , . . . , x , . .p 1 n
< <where G is concentrated in e¨en degrees and x is odd for all i.i
Kane observes that
H* X ; F ( G m L x , . . . , x as F -algebras, . .p 1 n p
but not necessarily as F -coalgebras. This is basically a consequence of thep
 .graded commutativity of H* X ; F , which implies that any lift y of x hasp i i
 .2y s 0. Thus the map sending x to y is a splitting as F -algebras.i i i p
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As an application of the spectral sequence in Theorem 1.1, we show that
Lin's extension is trivial as an extension of F -Hopf algebras. This is not top
 .  .say that H* X ; F is the tensor product of G and L x , . . . , x as Hopfp 1 n
 . walgebras, but rather that it is the ``bismash'' product G >L x , . . . , x 17,1 n
x  .p. 846 . The commutativity of H* X ; F implies that the action ofp
 .L x , . . . , x on G is trivial, and so we recover Kane's result on the1 n
 .algebra structure, but the coaction of G on L x , . . . , x will be nontrivial1 n
 .in general. Dually, we can think of H# X ; F as the semidirect productp
 U U .  U U .L x , . . . , x h G* for some action of G* on L x , . . . , x , since the1 n 1 n
coaction is trivial.
THEOREM 4.2. If p is an odd prime and X is a 1-connected mod p finite
 .H-space with H# X ; F associati¨ e, then Lin's extensionp
G ª H* X ; F ª L x , . . . , x . .p 1 n
is tri¨ ial as an extension of F -Hopf algebras.p
 .  .Proof. Let B s L x , . . . , x , C s H* X ; F , and A s G. Theorem1 n p
1.3 implies that
¡ 2, s 1, sExt F , F m Cotor F , F .  . .B p p A p p
s , 3ys ~ 1, s 2, sE (1 [ Ext F , F m Cotor F , F if s ) 0, .  . .B p p A p p¢
0 otherwise
 . 3 .in the spectral sequence converging to H* B, A . By definition, H B, A
 .consists of pairs of functions t , f with t : B m B ª A and f : B ª AB A B A
m A. t is called the twisting function, and together with the action of BB
on A determines the product on C. Dually, f is called the cotwistingA
function, and together with the coaction of A on B determines the
 . 3 .coproduct on C. An element t , f in H B, A corresponds to anB A
element of E) , 3y) , the first component from the twisting function and the1
second component from the cotwisting function.
1, )  .  .Since Ext F , F s QB *, this is concentrated in odd degrees, whileB p p
2, )  .Cotor F , F is concentrated in even degrees, and so the second com-A p p
ponent of E) , 3y) is trivial. Since C is commutative, the action of B on A1
is trivial, and Singer's formula for the twisted product on A m B deter-
w  .xmined by t 16, 2.3 shows thatB
m 1 m b , 1 m b s t b , b m b b , .   /B 1. 1. 2. 2.
 .  .  .and so t b, b s p m 1 m b, 1 m b is symmetric in the graded sense .B 1
But
U U U U U Uw xx N x 1 F i F n , x N x q x N x 1 F i - j F n 4i i i j j i
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2, )  .  .  .is a set of generators for Ext F , F , while t x , x s 0 and t x , xB p p B i i B i j
 .s yt x , x by symmetry. Thus Lin's extension corresponds to the trivialB j i
) , 3y) 3 .element in E , and hence the trivial element of H B, A . By1
definition, the trivial element determines the extension A ª A>B ª B.
Note that it is also possible to prove Theorem 4.2 by showing that x cani
 .be lifted to y in H* X ; F with y primitive. We have chosen a proofi p i
which illustrates the spectral sequences of Section 1.
5. EXTENSIONS OF NONGRADED HOPF ALGEBRAS
Some of what we have done for Singer's theory of extensions of
connected graded R-Hopf algebras carries over to Feth's theory of exten-
sions of nongraded Hopf algebras, at least in certain cases. Some addi-
tional hypotheses are needed to ensure the existence of a filtration to
replace the filtration by degree that is used in Theorem 1.1. For example,
w xwhen R s k is a field and B is connected 13, definition 5.1.5 , the
w xcoradical filtration 13, Sect. 5.2 can be used. There are some additional
problems in these cases, since maps between Hopf algebras do not neces-
sarily preserve the coradical filtration, but preliminary results indicate that
the problems are not insurmountable, and we hope to pursue this in a
subsequent paper.
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